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Gold markets pulled back a bit during the trading
session yesterday, testing the top of the up trending
channel, which of course is a bullish sign as it bounced
a bit. The $1300 level above is significant resistance
but it looks as if it is trying to build up enough
momentum to continue to go higher. The US dollar is
on its back foot, so is very likely that it could get that
boost needed. At this point, it will probably continue
to go towards the $1400 level, which is the top of the
longer-term consolidation area. Gold is getting a boost
from not only a softening US dollar, but possibly a lot
of concern around the world when it comes to global
trade and economic fear. However, it would probably
drop down to the $1225 level, possibly even the $1200
level after that. All things being equal though,it suspect
that only has about a 10% chance of happening.
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     Gold prices held near seven-month highs today as the dollar was pressured
by rising expectations the U.S Federal Reserve will keep interest rates steady
this year, while investors also waited for further news on Sino-U.S trade talks.

     Spot gold was a tad lower at $1,292.46 per ounce, hovering near Friday’s
peak of $1,298.42 - a level last seen in June. U.S gold futures rose 0.1 percent
to $1,293.20 per ounce.

      The metal hit a more than six-month peak of $1,298.42 an ounce last week,
but improving risk-taking appetite among investors since then has weighed on
the metal, often seen as a safe haven for investors in times of uncertainty.

    Global equities climbed to their highest in four weeks on growing optimism
that China and the US will fix their souring trade relationship. Since gold almost
hit the $1,300 mark, it has seen a recovery in the equity markets.

      Investors are also awaiting the release of minutes from the US Federal open
market committee’s December 18-19 policy meeting  for cues on future interest-
rate increases.

   The markets pricing in the possibility of a Fed rate cut rather than a hike in
the year ahead. The Fed minutes gave the dollar a bit of a “kick down” and
there were chances for gold prices to break the $1,300 level with the presentsentiment.

.
     Gold prices are highly sensitive to declining interest rates which decrease the

opportunity cost of holding the non-yielding bullion while pressuring the dollar.
The dollar index, which tracks the greenback against major currencies, hit its
lowest level in nearly three months.

 The safe-haven metal erased modest losses as
the U.S dollar index resumed its recent downtrend
and fell to a 2.5-month low

 Gold get boosted as expected as investors are
relieved and now eye continued political and
economic headlines

 Gold is getting a bit of support out of a dovish
Fed and institutional instability in the United States

 February gold futures were last up $5.50 an ounce
at $1,291.40

 Gold has to trade over $1,300 for a few days to
attract short covering and renewed investment
demand
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       Oil prices fell by about 1% on swelling U.S supply and amid a cautious
reaction to trade talks between the US and China, the world’s two largest oil
consumers, that finished without concrete details to ending their dispute.

       U.S West Texas Intermediate crude oil futures were at $51.80 per barrel,
down 56 cents, or 1.1 percent, from their last settlement. International Brent
crude futures were down 0.9 percent, or 57 cents, at $60.87 per barrel.

         Both oil benchmarks rose by around 5% the previous day as financial markets
around the world surged on the hopes that Washington and Beijing may
soon be able to end their trade dispute, soothing fears of an all-out trade warbetween the two biggest economies and its possible impact on global growth.

     Meanwhile, U.S bank Morgan Stanley cut its 2019 oil price forecasts by
more than 10 percent, pointing to “weakening economic growth expectations”
and rising oil supply from especially from the United States as reasons for
their lower price forecast.

       Morgan Stanley now expects Brent to average $61 a barrel this year, down
from a previous estimate of $69 a barrel, and U.S crude to average $54 per
barrel, against a prior forecast of $60.

      The main source of new supply is the United States, where crude oil production
remained at a record 11.7 million barrels per day in the week ending Jan.
4, the Energy Information Administration said on yesterday.

      Although crude stocks dipped by 1.7 million barrels, to 439.74 million barrels. The
surge in U.S crude production runs counter to efforts led by the OPEC to cut
supply aimed at reining an emerging glut.

The WTI Crude Oil market has broken out to the
upside, slicing through the $50 handle, and the
downtrend line that coincided nicely with it. Because
of this, it will eventually continue to go much higher.
The market is probably a “by on the pullbacks” scenario
for short-term investors. Ultimately, this is a market
that should continue to be very noisy, but this break
out matters. Brent markets also broke out to the upside,
slicing through a trend line a couple of days ago, and
as it is now focusing on the $60 level, an area that of
course is psychologically important. If it can break
above there, and it certainly looks as if it is going to,
it will continue to go higher. Ultimately, the $65 level
above will be resistance but if it can clear that level,
the market is probably free to go much higher. Expect
a lot of volatility, it will have to be very cautious about
shorting the market.

 After a dreadful December for risk markets, crude oil
continues to catch a positive vibe

 The day’s sharp gains extended a rally that has
pushed prices up more than 13 percent in 2019

 Oil prices also have received support from supply
cuts by the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries and allies including Russia

 Data from the U.S Energy Information
Administration showed domestic crude stockpiles
fell less than expected last week

 The milder temperatures have hurt distillate demand
a little bit
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 Silver prices are modestly lower in early U.S trading yesterday. The safehaven metals are seeing some selling pressure this week as global equitymarkets are rising amid by upbeat trader and investor attitudes.
 Silver futures tilted lower in Asian trade off July 13 highs for the fourth straightsession, as the dollar index fell off June 2017 highs for the 12th out of 19,

ahead of US data later today and amid ongoing US-China trade talks.
 Silver benefitted this week in a sell-off in the dollar following Powell's mostrecent comments which has hurt the greenback with the markets outstrippingthe Fed bid on expectations that their tightening cycle has come to an end.
 Silver futures due in March fell 0.24% to $15.68 an ounce, while the dollarindex slipped 0.12% to 95.79 off 1-1/5 year highs. The Federal Open Market

Committee will also release its last meeting minutes, at which policymakersvoted to increase interest rates by the fourth time this year by 25 basis pointsas expected by market.
 The U.S government shutdown is into its third week, but the matter is currentlynot a front-burner issue for markets. President Trump addressed U.S citizensin a speech on the matter Tuesday evening, and leading Democrats countered.US President continued his criticism of the Federal Reserve's approach to

tightening monetary policy despite what he consider strong data.
 U.S stock markets were higher today, with U.S stock indexes hitting three-week highs, as investors are in a good mood so far this week as reportscontinue to be positive on the U.S-China trade talks that just concluded inBeijing. Talks with China are going very well..

Silver markets tried to rally initially during the trading
session yesterday but also found enough selling
above to pull back. Silver is a bit overdone though,
if it get some type of pullback to find support
underneath. The $15.50 level below should cause
some support, just as the 20 day EMA well. If it break
down below the $15 level that must be concerned
about it. It had already reached our target of $1.00
after the breakout of the consolidation previously, but
the longer-term consolidation area is still very much
intact, meaning that it will probably go to the $17 level
eventually. Remember, silver moves a little bit slower
than gold does as far as dollar amounts, and it does
tend to be very choppy. Because of this, it suspect
that waiting for a pullback in buying small bits and
pieces of silver will probably be the best way to deal
with this market.

 Silver prices marked lower 0.2% to $15.63 an
ounce

 Gains in the precious metals were limited today
as global equity markets are still in rally mode

 Silver prices have been consolidating in the main
between a high of $15.79/oz and a low of
$15.56/oz

 Ahead of the FOMC minutes, silver prices are
stable, oscillating around $15.65/oz

 March Comex silver was down $0.023 at $15.69
an ounce
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